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Executive Summary 

Brevium Inc. is a software company that provides doctors with software to reactivate lost 

patients, to keep track of patients due for appointments, etc. Currently Brevium only serves a 

small number of specialized doctors, including ophthalmologists and dermatologists, but 

management would like to add the ability for Brevium software to be able to serve more types of 

specialties. Part of this expansion includes adding more insurance codes to our software. A 

consultant has been hired to provide us insurance codes. The codes are changed into regex form 

and put into our database. Now the test team has been given the responsibility to test to make 

sure that all the codes in the database are in the spreadsheet and vice versa. Also all codes need 

to be verified to be sure they apply to the specialty we are working with and any missing codes 

need to be added. The VBA script I created has been helping use look through all the codes to 

see which are missing, which are extra, and which have errors in them.  

  



Problem 

Brevium Inc. is looking to expand its customer base. As of right now it serves a small number of 

doctor specialties, such ophthalmology and dermatology. It would like to serve more specialties 

to increase the number of potential customers. To do so requires us (Brevium employees) to add 

specialty insurance codes to our database.  

To do this a consultant was hired to look into each specialty and to give us the kinds of insurance 

codes our product needs. The image below is a sample of a spreadsheet he gave us with 

insurance code information on it (the codes have been blurred). Once all the codes were given to 

us they were entered into the database in regex form. The responsibility was then given to the 

testers to verify each code given by the consultant was valid, each valid code was correctly 

covered by the regex codes in the database, and each code we found that may also have applied 

was reported to the consultant.  

 

Solution 

To solve this problem I took the spreadsheet the consultant sent to us and added a VBA script to 

it. The VBA script runs at the click of one simple button. Some settings can be set by changing 

the values in some fields below the button (see the image below).  

 



From the image above you can see that the user simply needs to select a specialty; in this case 

Urology was selected. The database and database server where the insurance codes can be found 

must be identified. Below those fields is the Codes field, which allows the user to select from a 

drop-down what type of insurance code they would like to look at (CPT is the current insurance 

code selected). The user can then choose from number of other settings including “Remove 

codes”, “Remove false”, “Remove duplicates”, and “Color codes”. Each of these fields served a 

different purpose that will be discussed below.  

Project Details 

Once the button has been clicked a number of processes take place, depending on the settings 

that were selected. The first settings we use is the remove code and remove false settings. If 

“Remove code” is set to true then all the codes found in the database and all the codes found in 

the spreadsheet are lined up in two columns side by side for easy comparison (see the image 

below). At the top of this spreadsheet the specialty name, database id, and type of code looked at 

are listed, along with some basic explanations about the sheet.  

 

Getting the codes from the database wasn’t easy as we have to convert each regex expression 

into plain text. For example, if the regex code looks like the following value 1[23][1-3], the 

possible codes would include 121, 122, 123, 131, 132, 133. We use the VBA script to “de-

Regex” all these possibilities. 

It is also hard to go through all the codes in the spreadsheet. Some are single codes, like 12345, 

and others were in ranges such as A2342-B2355. We have to go through each cell and pull out 

each individual code and put that code by itself in a column.  

The script is also used to automatically color code the spreadsheet codes so that they can be 

easily found in the consultants spreadsheets (as shown above). All the names of these codes are 

found using a vlookup on a list of insurance codes found in another spreadsheet. Next to the 

name is the problem field, which simply shows what diagnosis will use the code we are using.  

The main use of this is to get a list of which codes we are currently using, both in the database 

and in the spreadsheet. Sometimes the vlookup of the name returns a false, which means we are 



using a code that doesn’t exist. Other times we can easily see the name doesn’t apply to the type 

of problem we are dealing with. Sometime a name that returns false is supposed to be in the 

code. When this happens we simply use the “Remove false” setting in the script to hide any 

codes that returned a false.  

Once we do an overview of which codes we are using we can set “Remove code” to false and 

rerun the script. This setting compares all the codes in the database to the codes found in the 

spreadsheet (see image below).  

 

The image above shows two codes found in the database were not found in the spreadsheet. This 

means either we added the codes and need to let the consultant know about them, or the codes 

were added by mistake. The image also shows one code that was found in the spreadsheet given 

by the consultant that was not entered into the database. This code will need to be looked at to 

determine if it should be in the database.  

The last setting, “Color code”, can be set to true or false. Setting “Color code” to true and then 

running the script results in a message box appearing asking the user if they are sure they want to 

set this to true, because this step will take some time (see image below).  



 

If the user selects “Yes” then a progress bar (see below) appears showing the progress of the 

VBA code looking at all the codes found in the database and marking them in a complete list of 

all insurance codes.  

 

The color coded results enable us to analyze which codes we are using and to look at the 

surrounding codes to see if we are missing codes that obviously apply to the specialty we are 

working with (see the image below for an example of the color coding).  

 



Learning Opportunities 

One of the major difficulties for writing this code was optimizing it so that it would work 

quickly. One of the big problems found was that when we were adjusting rows the vlookups 

would all recalculate, which would take a lot of time. To solve this problem we ran the vlookup 

once for all the codes and then copied the vlookup values as plain text. That way they no longer 

recalculate.  

Another optimization problem is the amount of codes we are working with. Originally the script 

compared every type of code against all the other types of code. This was creating both false 

filtering of the codes, as well as taking way too long. Once I made the VBA code look at each 

type of code individually the code ran much faster and was more accurate. Now the code works 

just how we want it to and it does so very quickly.  

Assistance 

I did end up receiving some assistance from a co-worker on this project. He and I are working on 

this insurance code issue together so it made sense for us to both look at and write the script 

together to be how we wanted it to be. We worked side by side for the start of the project. My 

co-worker doesn’t know VBA so I had to teach it to him as we went along. Once he got the hang 

of it he wrote around a 10% of the code on his own. I went over everything he wrote to make 

sure it was done correctly and made changes where necessary. 


